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WILL MY OPTICS BE DAMAGED?
Optical elements tend to break when exposed to intense laser radiation. No one knows
it better than companies, which use, produce and sell optical elements. Day by day laser
community faces laser damage related challenges:

••
••
••
••
••
••

Will the optics break exposed at my irradiation
conditions?
When is optics going to break?
Which company sells the best optics for my
case?
Are we the best company in today’s optics
market?
How can I run the designed laser system
efficiently, yet safely?
Is there a way to improve the optical resistance
by choosing different vendors or different
manufacturing techniques: materials, polishing
technique, thin film deposition method, coating
design and etc.?

Laser Damage Testing provides knowledge necessary
to evaluate limits of optics’ survival

Laser damage testing is much more than just “a number” which characterizes the Laser-Induced
Damage Threshold (LIDT) of the tested optical element. Read more to find out the ways you can
survive laser damage and enjoy benefits of highly reliable and efficient optics.
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HOW TO CHOOSE OPTICS WISELY?
The system is only as strong as its weakest link. No one want’s to pay for weak links.
Whether you sell or use optical elements, you should ensure the quality of your
final product in terms of Laser Damage. Since the laser optics market is constantly
increasing, how can you know which optics suit your needs the best?
Optical substrate polishing and deposition techniques can be directly compared by
the means of optical resistance. An example of an effective way to control optics
quality is provided below.

1

Choose several optics
manufacturers

An effective
way to control
optics quality

2

Ask for available
coating
deposition or
polishing
technologies

3

Get results: optics
technologies sorted by
quality
Get sample optics of
each technology

5
Perform laser-induced damage
threshold measurements
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Please do not hesitate to contact us and we will help you to select the most appropriate
manufacturing techniques that will fit your needs. You might also like to use our services in order
to monitor the repeatability of these processes over time.
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HOW TO OPTIMIZE OPTICS MANUFACTORING
PROCESS IN A SMART WAY?
Optimization of (optics or any other)
manufacturing processes requires a lot of tests.
Furthermore, every attempt of improvement is
costly and takes a lot of time. Thus, appropriate
action plan minimizing the cost and time of
optimization is required. To this end natural
questions arise:

••
••
••
••

How do I turn my “I think” to “I know”?
What is the best way to collect and analyze
data?
How to minimize the number of tests and
achieve goals faster than competitors?
How to make the best decisions at the
beginning?

Make a shortcut in R&D process by
using DOE approach
Thanks to advances in Design of Experiments
(DOE) methodic, any process or product
dependent on many factors can be optimized in
a systematic way within reasonably short time. By
using DOE approach:
••
••
••

Multiple effects can be tested simultaneously
(most important factors identified);
Relation between cause and effect can be
established by appropriate model;
So-called parameter interaction effects can
be estimated.

On the right you will learn the things you need to
know before starting any of your R&D processes.
Lidaris offers free consultancy services for those
who seek to optimize their products quickly and
use Lidaris measurements for that purpose.

How do we do it?
DISCUSSION
We discuss the challenge with you.
A non-disclosure agreement (NDA)
can be signed if needed.

PRE-ANALYSIS
List of relevant influence factors
and their levels is identified. Your
experience, historical data, and
bibliographic inputs are considered.

R&D PLAN
R&D plan (experimental design)
is prepared. It is specified for Your
goals and adapted to the allocated
budget to receive optimum results.

SAMPLES
An appropriate samples for testing
are produced by the customer and
sent to Lidaris.

TESTING
The responses of prepared
samples are tested at Lidaris.

ANALYSIS
Data interpretation is performed by
identifying the most critical factors and
their interactions at optimal levels.

UPDATE AND FEEDBACK
Another round of optimization is
performed if necessary.
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HOW TO IMPROVE POLISHING PROCESS
USING LASER DAMAGE TESTING?
Beneficial success story #1

lapping
wheel

F V1

grain
lapping
liquid
workpiece

lap or
grind plates

F V2
lapping

part carrier

Absorbing nano-particles are incorporated into the surfaces of glasses and crystals
during conventional polishing process

Modern lasers require durable optical components that can operate in transmission mode and resist
high optical power/intensity load for a long time. Conventional optics finishing techniques (such
as loose abrasive polishing with Cerox particles) used for glasses or nonlinear crystals introduce
thousands of defects to the optical surface and subsurface. Defects consist of nano-cracks, scratches,
digs or residual particles of polishing materials and tend to absorb intense laser light. Absorption by
small particles can cause optic to break at lower power/intensity. Defects are typically invisible to
optical microscopy due to their size, therefore, they are hard to control during the manufacturing
process (grinding, polishing, cleaning or coating deposition).

Coating defects
Cleaning caused defects
Adsorbed gasses & Water vapour
Oxide layer
Beilby layer
Polished layer

0.1~1 μm
Subsurface damages

1~100 μm
Deformed layer

100~200 μm
Defect-free layer
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Statistics collected during Laser Damage tests can be
innovatively used to optimize polishing processes via
analysis and comparison of defect densities. Highresolution 1-on-1 LIDT tests are performed on the
samples carefully selected for analysis purposes. The
result of these tests is the so-called Laser-Induced
Damage Probability curves. These curves can be
attributed to the properties of damage causing
defects randomly distributed on the surface of the test
samples. Using advanced statistics defect densities can
be extracted from damage probability curves.
By performing series of tailored laser damage testing
experiments available at Lidaris, it is possible to
identify and thus minimize various types of defects
inherent to manufacturing process. See process
optimization based on DOE approach for details.
Comparison of laser damage statistics for two
different polishing methods

Sophisticated analysis of laser damage statistics is a powerful tool which provides a quantitative
feedback for optical polishing quality. It can be used to:
••
••
••

select appropriate materials for the
polishing process;
optimize polishing process time and
ambient conditions;
develop post polishing treatment
procedures.

Typical laser damage morphology caused by
polishing defects in glass surfaces

Start to innovate today, contact Lidaris experts for a consult.
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HOW TO ADVANCE THIN FILMS DESIGN
USING LASER DAMAGE TESTING?
Beneficial success story #2
The vast majority of today’s laser systems are based on nonlinear technology that requires high peak
optical power in order to maximize conversion efficiency. However, the longevity and reliability of
such systems are often limited by durability and optical damage in coated optical surfaces while
exposing them to the powerful laser beams. That is why the highest available Laser-Induced Damage
Threshold (LIDT) is among top priorities for laser system manufacturers and developers.

Laser-induced delamination
of protected metallic coating

Laser-induced damage in
dielectric coating

Production of coatings with high damage resistance was never an easy task.
According to the recent statistics of international round robin experiments, about
90% coatings worldwide have LIDT’s at least 50%
lower than the best coatings.
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Achieving higher performance requires careful optimization of all technological steps, including:
••
••
••
••

the selection of appropriate substrate and coating materials;
optimization of substrate polishing and treatment techniques;
optimization of layer structure design;
optimization of deposition technology parameters.

That is why world’s leading companies - manufacturers of laser components benefit from advanced
LIDT characterization services at Lidaris. An example of successful optimization of HR mirror design is
shown below.
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A wide range of optical coatings can be improved in terms of optical resistance:
••
••
••

high reflectivity (HR) mirror coatings;
anti-reflective (AR) coatings;
beam-splitting coatings;

••

diffraction grating coatings.

Contact Lidaris experts with more than 14 years of research experience in the field
of LIDT to discuss further possibilities of coating improvement.
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AVAILABLE TESTING PROCEDURES
All testing procedures are conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the latest existing
international ISO 21254-1-2,-3 and -4 standards.

1-on-1 Damage Threshold:
0% damage probability

1-on-1 testing

S-on-1 testing

The 1-on-1 test is a relatively simple and easy to interpret
technique for “non-fatigue” laser-induced damage
threshold determination. In this case, every site on
optics surface is irradiated by a single laser pulse. The
damage threshold is then estimated by fitting damage
probability statistics versus applied pulse energy relation
by appropriate extrapolation model. This technique can be
applied as a good feedback for polishing and deposition
technology quality evaluation.

The S-on-1 test is a multi-shot technique most commonly
used for laser-induced damage threshold characterization
of laser optics. In this case, every site on optics surface is
irradiated by a fixed (S) amount of repetitive pulses and thus
damage threshold is reported as a function of incident laser
pulses. This technique is well suited for estimation of aging
effects in laser optics. The same procedure can be applied at
different pulse repetition rates and environmental conditions.

Either destructive test
in the case of “fail”

nondestructive test
in the case of “pass”

R-on-1 testing

Laser damage certification tests

The R-on-1 is a non-standardized test procedure, however,
this technique is very useful when the surface area of the
sample is limited (for example optical fiber). Similarly like in
S-on-1 case it uses multiple pulses when irradiating every
site, but this time the pulse energy is constantly increased
until the damage is reached. By comparing S-on-1 and
R-on-1 results, it is possible to obtain information about
the possibility of optical conditioning (improvement of
LIDT by laser irradiation).

This is a “pass” or “fail” test designed to separate good
and bad optics. It uses multiple laser pulse irradiation at
fixed fluence of interest. Either one or more sites could be
irradiated for a certain amount of time. If no damage is
observed optics can be further used after testing. If laser
damage occurs, the component does not meet the required
specification and cannot be used anyway. This test can be
applied to monitor the quality of different optics batches on
a daily basis.

Other tests and services are available on demand. Ask us about
Your personal needs.
Other measurements:
Total Integrated
Scattering
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AVAILABLE TESTING CONDITIONS
Available irradiation conditions
Effective pulse
duration(1)

Standard
wavelengths,
nm

Pulse repetition
rate, Hz

Nd:YAG (multi - mode)
Nd:YAG (single - mode)
Nd:YAG (single - mode)

4 - 6 ns
10 - 12 ns
12 - 14 ns

1064
532
355
266
213

1 - 10
1 - 100
1000

Nd:YAG OPO

6 - 8 ns

710 - 810
1500 - 2100

1 - 100(2)

Tunable
200 fs - 12 ps(2)

1030
515
343
258

Tunable
1 - 200000(2)

130 ps at 800 nm
Tunable: 40 fs - 80 fs(2)

800
400
266

Tunable
1 - 1000

~ 40 - 80 fs

250 - 2500(4)

Tunable
1 - 1000(2)

Laser

Yb:KGW

(3)

Ti:Sapphire

Ti:Sapphire OPO

Available polarization state for all conditions:
Circular/Linear (S, P); available AOI: 0 - 750
Air (room temperature)

Standard option

Vacuum environment

Down to 10-6
mbar

Available for all irradiation conditions

Cryogenic temperatures
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Down to 100 K,
AOI: 0 - 600

effective pulse duration measured at Full Width Half Maximum
wavelength dependent
non-compressed pulses are available on demand
pulse duration at wavelengths <500 nm and >1600 nm is relative between 40 - 80 fs

LIDT testing at NANO - PICO - FEMTOSECOND regimes. Measurements in air and extreme conditions.
To get the best quote, fill inquiry form found at www.lidaris.com or bit.ly/LIDT-test
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LIDT MEASUREMENTS IN EXTREME CONDITIONS
For some laser systems, there is a need to operate at distinct environmental conditions, such as
vacuum or cryogenic temperatures (down to 123 K and less). Such hostile environments have an
impact on optical elements and might change their spectral and physical properties. Thus, it is
imperative to characterize laser-induced damage threshold at specific operating conditions. Vacuum
environment is a necessity in many state-of-art research fields such as:
••
••
••
••

space applications;
high-power femtosecond pulse lasers;
free-electron lasers;
Gravitational-Wave interferometers.

Unfortunately, optics exposed under high vacuum degrade in optical
resistance performance
A distinct reduction of laser-Induced damage threshold is evident under vacuum when compared to
atmospheric environment. Decrease in LIDT depends on irradiation conditions, coating technology
and material properties. Contact Lidaris experts for a detailed consultancy and professional LIDT
measurements in a vacuum.
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Typical laser damage

Improvements in optics performance are expected with cryogenic cooling
Some laser crystals cooled down to 123 K and lesser temperatures feature:
••
••
••

higher generation efficiencies;
less (near vanishing) optical distortion;
enhanced spectroscopic, thermal, and lasing properties.

However, laser-induced damage behavior under cryogenic temperatures is not yet strictly defined.
LIDT might increase or decrease based on irradiation conditions and features of tested materials. One
thing is for certain, changes to laser-induced damage exist and the interest in this demanding research
field is constantly growing.

Changes in laser-induced damage morphology at cryogenic temperatures

Morphology of typical laser-induced
damage observed at room
temperature (air)

Morphology of typical laser-induced
damage observed at cryogenic
temperature (vacuum)

In order to fulfill our customers’ needs, we are expanding our services to offer a world-class LIDT
testing under wide temperature range. Temperatures down to 100 K (and less on demand) are
available.
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HOW CAN I ORDER?

Go to www.lidaris.com

Download and fill
enquiry form

Get the best offer

Ship sample and PO

Get update on your
measurment status
and invoice

Make payment

Use the results to
achieve success!
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WHY SHOULD I TEST AT LIDARIS?
LIDARIS is a good place to test Your optics for Laser
Damage. It was founded as a start-up of Vilnius
University Laser Research Center with more than 14
years of intense research in the field of laser damage
phenomena. The core of LIDARIS crew consists of
scientists and engineers, three of whom holds a Ph.D.
Our experience covers such research fields as nanopico-femtosecond Laser-Induced Damage, optical
elements, and thin film coating development.
We have been working hard to understand technical
and analytical issues, which cause unreliability and
mistrust in experimentally tested LIDT values. Today
we are proud to claim that our systems provide
highly repeatable results. Our analysis includes stateof-art statistical techniques, internationally awarded
by SPIE Laser Damage community. Our team is
constantly involved in international projects and
R&D activities related to Laser-Induced Damage. We
continuously publish our results in major conferences
and peer-reviewed scientific international (ISI)
journals. We stream to provide our clients with the
best knowledge available. Today we are proud
to serve the most famous optics companies - the
leaders of today’s laser market.

Key benefits:
••
••
••
••
••

Detailed measurement reports
containing easy to understand
statistical data.
Possibility to consult with
experienced specialists before and
after the measurement.
The high-resolution LIDT tests
(starting at 1000 pulses at each test
site).
Data analysis with advanced
internationally awarded statistical
analysis.
Wide measurement possibilities
at one place.
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LIDARIS CALC
Lidaris Calc - a free software tool for
smartphones equipped with laser related
calculators that are frequently required in
practice.
Lidaris Calc:
••
••
••
••
••

estimates laser peak- fluence and power;
scales damage threshold of dielectrics with
pulse duration;
performs conversions between popular
photonic units;
estimates spot size of focused Gaussian
beams;
calculates diffraction angles of diffraction
gratings.

Calculations can be done by providing intuitive parameters, such as laser beam diameter, laser pulse
energy or average power, wavelength, repetition rate and etc. It can save a lot of time when adjusting
laser systems at the optical table.

START TO INNOVATE NOW
GET IN TOUCH WITH LIDARIS
info@lidaris.com
www.lidaris.com
+370 609 09233
Sauletekio Avenue 10,
LT-10223 Vilnius, LITHUANIA

